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Response to: ‘Could autologous adipose- derived 
stromal vascular fraction turn out an unwanted 
source of profibrotic myofibroblasts in systemic 
sclerosis?’ by Manetti

We would like to thank Dr Manetti for his relevant comments1 
on our recent article in the Annals of Rheumatic Disease 
entitled ‘Molecular profile and proangiogenic activity of the 
adipose- derived stromal vascular fraction used as an autolo-
gous innovative medicinal product in patients with systemic 
sclerosis’2. We are pleased that this study has raised such a high 
interest in the scientific community and allows us to provide 
additional comments to those recently published3 4 in order 
to discuss the potential profibrotic profile of adipose- derived 
stem cells (ADSC) derived from patients with diffuse cutaneous 
systemic sclerosis (SSc). We agree that SSc is a rare but poten-
tially lethal autoimmune disease that challenges the urgent 
need to develop novel therapeutic approaches. In this context, 
autologous fat grafting has been successfully used to limit SSc- 
associated clinical complications such as SSc- related perioral 
thickening and mouth opening limitation5 facial handicap6 
or digital ulcers.7 These clinical results opened up research 
perspectives on autologous adipose tissue based therapies for 
patients suffering from SSc. However, we agree that the ques-
tion raised by Dr Manetti : ‘Could autologous adipose- derived 
stromal vascular fraction turn out an unwanted source of 
profibrotic myofibroblasts in systemic sclerosis?’ is of a major 
concern.

Indeed, some studies performed on skin biopsies in patients 
with SSc suggested that perivascular cells from the mesen-
chymal lineage were prone to myofibroblastic differentiation.8 
However, recent investigations regarding the impact of SSc 
disease on the disorganisation of the adipose tissue archi-
tecture9 or altered differentiation capabilities9 and reduced 
proliferation rate and metabolic activity of ADSC10 remain 
controversial. Conversely, Capelli and colleagues showed that 
ADSC obtained from patients with SSc exhibit phenotypic 
pattern, proliferation, immunosuppressive properties and 
differentiation potential that are similar to the ones observed 
in healthy controls, emphasising the safety of using autolo-
gous ADSC grafting as a therapeutic option for SSc.11 The 
discordance between these studies may be explained by (1) 
the variable sources and expansion protocols that allow to 
derive ADSC and (2) the high interindividual heterogeneity 
between patients with SSc in terms of severity, duration and 
manifestations of the disease and ongoing treatment. More-
over, these preliminary studies have concerned investigation 
at the cellular levels whereas it is now well established that 
the mechanisms sustaining the function of ADSC mainly rely 
on the secretion of factors able to regulate endogenous cell 
activity. Although ADSC is one of the most represented cell 
subtype in adipose- derived stromal vascular fraction (ADSVF), 
we believe that conclusions driven from ADSC derived in 
culture from patients with SSc cannot be extrapolated to the 
freshly isolated autologous therapeutic ADSVF characterised 
in our study. In line with this assumption, recent studies have 
highlighted differences in the paracrine content of expanded 
and non- expanded ADSC and suggest that ADSVF may secrete 
a larger panel of soluble factors with beneficial properties for 
cell therapy than ADSC.12

Furthermore, although pathogenesis of SSc is not 
fully understood, it is now recognised that endothelial 

dysfunction constitutes the primum movens for fibrosis 
progression. Thus, the SCLERADEC phase I clinical trial 
(NCT :01813279) and the preserved proangiogenic activity 
of SSc- ADSVF described in our study suggest that the pres-
ence of regenerative endothelial progenitors cells in ADSVF 
is a major advantage in preventing and/or limiting SSc- 
associated vasculopathy.2 13 In addition, transcriptomic and 
molecular signatures of SSc are not strictly correlated to the 
in vivo properties of progenitor cells. Indeed, we have found 
several markers of endothelial activation and dysregulation 
in the secretome of ADSVF from patients with SSc, without 
compromising its vascular repair capacity compared with 
ADSVF from healthy donors.

Nonetheless, we agree with Dr Manetti that implementa-
tion of in vitro and/or in vivo potency assays addressing both 
vascular and fibrotic properties of ADSVF are needed to define 
the optimal cellular- based strategies in SSc. From our point 
of view, such developments can benefit from investigations 
conducted using a pharmaceutical grade cell therapy product 
infused in the frame of a controlled clinical trial in order to 
integrate not only the patients and disease characteristics but 
also the possible impact of the manufacturing process.
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